
Satellite Ped2/3

Assembly instruction leaflet no. 39

Tools required

Pozi head screw driver

Fittings supplied

Part A 
Screws 1 1/4" x 8g
Quantity required=10
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Diagram 2

Part B
Handle screws 4x23
Quantity=2 (2d) 4 (3d)

Part C
Handle screws 4x35
Quantity=2 
(Top drawer only)

Part D
Bow handle
Quantity=1 per drawer
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     Assembly Steps  
 
     Diagram 1 
 
1.  Place desk upside down on a soft 
     surface.
     
2.  Remove all drawers from the pedestal.
 
3.  Place pedestal on desk as shown.
     Ensure it is pushed firmly against
     the modesty and at least 7mm from
     end frame or slab. 
 
4.  Screw part A (x2) through the back
     of the pedestal into the modesty 
     on the desk.  (Electric screw driver
     may be required).
 
5.  Screw part A (x8) through the plinths
     on the pedestal into the the desk top.
     (Electric screw driver may be required).
 
     Diagram 2
 
6.  Attach the handles to the drawer 
     fronts as shown.  Ensure parts C 
     (x2) are used on the top drawer,
     and parts B on the lower drawers.
 
7.  Add the drawers to pedestal when 
     it is the correct way up.
 

Plinth



Satellite Mobile Ped2/3

Assembly instruction leaflet no. 39

Tools required

Pozi head screw driver

Castor spanner

Fittings supplied

Part A
Castor spindle
Quantity=4

Part B
Castor
Quantity=4

Part C
Handle screw 4x23
Quantity=2 (2d) 4 (3d)
 
Part D
Handle screw 4x35
Quantity=2
(Top drawer only)

Part E
Screw 1 1/4" x 8g
Quantity required=8
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Part F
Bow handle
Quantity=1 per drawer
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    Assembly steps
 
1.  Remove all drawers from the pedestal.
 
2.  Place top upside down on a soft surface,
     turn the pedestal upside down and place 
     on the top (ensure it is in the correct 
     orientation).  Screw through the plinths,
     into the holes on the top using part E (x8).  
     
3.  Using the castor spanner, screw parts 
     A (x4) into the bottom of the sides.
 
4.  Push parts B (x4) onto the castor spindles
     until they click.
      
5.  Attach the handles (F) to the drawer fronts 
     as shown.  Ensure parts D (x2) are 
     used on the top drawer, and parts C on
     the lower drawer(s).  Add the drawers to 
     the pedestal.
 

Plinth


